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Methotrexate in rheumatoid arthritis: can current knowledge and experience justify its use as a first-line disease-modifying agent?
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Introduction

The efficacy of methotrexate (MTX) in rheumatoid arthritis (RA) was first reported in 1951.1 We now know that low-dose intermittent MTX therapy (5–15 mg/week) is well-tolerated and produces a rapid clinical response in most RA patients.2-4 Until recently it was reserved for patients failing other second-line agents.4 Now, following a number of comparative studies, MTX is recognized as a useful disease-modifying anti-rheumatic drug.3-8 Side effects from low-dose MTX are common9-10 and can be potentially serious.11-16 As RA usually flares on its discontinuation,4,17 long-term therapy with MTX has to be contemplated from the outset. This confers a special importance to its toxicity. Now, with more than 10 years experience of continuous use of low-dose MTX in adult RA,18 this therapy appears to have stood the test of time.

The mechanism of action of MTX in RA remains unclear. It probably exerts both anti-inflammatory and immunosuppressive effects19,20 mediated partly through folate antagonism. Both the therapeutic and toxic effects (except pneumonitis) seem to be dose dependent.4,21 Single weekly doses produce less hepatotoxicity than do more frequent doses suggesting that MTX toxicity is related more to the duration of exposure and less to peak concentrations.4,22 A theoretical risk of teratogenicity contraindicates MTX in pregnancy.

MTX is also effective in juvenile RA,23 though, understandably, there is greater concern regarding its long-term toxicity in children.

This review discusses the efficacy and toxicity of MTX and debates its place in current treatment of RA.

Efficacy of methotrexate in rheumatoid arthritis

Several prospective trials have confirmed the efficacy of MTX in active RA.9,24-26 It reduces pain, morning stiffness, the number of tender and swollen joints and the erythrocyte sedimentation rate (ESR) in most patients within 6 weeks of starting therapy, with improvement in overall function. Many patients deteriorate slightly after the initial response necessitating an increment in dose.4,27 In general, there is a sustained response with continued treatment.

Early trials were on patients who had failed other disease-modifying drugs.24,25 These trials showed a significant improvement in most outcome measures in MTX-treated groups versus placebo. Certain parameters such as grip strength, 50 ft walking time and the ESR often did not improve significantly. However, in a subsequent meta-analysis, the pooled figures for these parameters reached significance levels in favour of MTX.3 Early studies also showed marked improvement from the baseline following short-term MTX therapy.24-26

In double-blind comparative studies MTX was shown to be as effective as azathioprine28 and injectable gold,6,29 and significantly more effective than auranofin.7 A recent meta-analysis suggests that MTX is equivalent to injectable gold, penicillamine and sulphasalazine in efficacy.7 Despite this, MTX remains inferior to both injectable gold and penicillamine in terms of producing a clinical remission. This shortcoming follows its rather modest effect in some reports on certain parameters of disease activity such as the rheumatoid factor and the ESR.3,22,24,25

A single low dose of MTX given intravenously produces a rapid and profound drop in ESR and C-reactive protein (CRP) in RA patients who had never taken the drug previously.30 Overall, about two-thirds of all patients commenced on MTX show a significant drop in ESR and CRP29,31 which generally parallels clinical improvement. Over a
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long term, the fall in these acute phase markers is more likely to be sustained with injectable gold, penicillamine or sulphasalazine therapy than with MTX. The effect of MTX on haemoglobin is usually less dramatic than its effect on the ESR. Following short-term MTX therapy one can expect a 0.5–1 g/dl rise in the haemoglobin level.8,32,33

All long-term (up to 5 years) open prospective studies of MTX in RA demonstrate a sustained response.9,31,34 Its effect on the radiological progression of disease has also been studied. Rau and colleagues compared MTX therapy over a mean of 3.9 years with injectable gold over 2.2 years in active RA35 and found that radiological progression of joints with a Larsen score of zero was significantly lower in the MTX group. However, joints with higher scores did not reveal a significant difference in progression between the two treatments. Another study found no change in the rate of radiological progression in 18 MTX-treated patients over a mean of 33 months.36 The method of assessing serial radiographs in this study, though, was different from that used by Rau et al. Most studies investigating the effect of MTX on the radiological changes suggest that joints with no or minimal abnormalities at entry are least likely to show progression.

Initial enthusiasm regarding possible arrest of radiological progression of RA with MTX, however, has waned following the results of longer term studies.34,37 In one report, a significant delayed worsening in the number of tender joints coupled with reduced grip strength was observed following very long-term (90 months) MTX therapy.37 Nine patients of 17 in this report showed radiological progression associated with a significant rise in ESR. Of note was a concurrent reduction in the dose of MTX in the cohort at this stage of follow-up. This has importance implications. It is possible that the late deterioration of RA and its radiological progression, could in part have been prevented if the dose of MTX was kept high (at around 15 mg/week). However, increased toxicity at such a dose could lead to a rise in withdrawals.

Recently, an 18-week placebo-controlled study showed a moderate but statistically significant (up to 12%) improvement in the indices of two standard-item health status questionnaires, and a more impressive (29%) improvement using an individualized questionnaire in MTX-treated RA patients.38 These data suggest that low-dose MTX not only improves the more measurable characteristics of rheumatoid disease, but it also has, at least over a short term, important beneficial effects on social and emotional aspects of the patient’s quality of life.

Some authors have recently used combinations of MTX with other disease-modifying drugs in RA with variable results.39–41

Toxicity

Adverse reactions from low-dose MTX in RA are common but usually mild27,31,34 and, over a long term, remain the main reason for withdrawal of therapy.10,42 By contrast, its discontinuation because of lack of efficacy is uncommon (up to 7%).3,7,27 Over the years, our attitude towards MTX toxicity in RA has softened as illustrated by the fact that recently some authors allowed hepatic enzymes to rise beyond three times normal before withdrawing the drug.43 Further, most investigators now reserve liver biopsies for certain defined groups only. Some authors have given folic or folinic acid supplements with MTX in order to reduce toxicity. In one study, a significant reduction of gastrointestinal side effects, albeit at the expense of exacerbation of RA, was noted with folinic acid supplementation.44 Another study reported reduced toxicity without loss of efficacy with concurrent use of 1 mg folinic acid daily.45 Folate supplementation, however, remains a matter of debate.

Studies of cohorts over several years suggest that the incidence of MTX toxicity remains unaltered with continued treatment.34,37 Furthermore, the patterns of toxic effects tend to remain consistent within patients.

Comparative data on toxicity profiles of various disease-modifying anti-rheumatic drugs suggest that MTX is better tolerated than injectable gold, penicillamine, auranofin and azathioprine, and slightly less well-tolerated than antimalarials and sulphasalazine.3,7,8 Overall, less than a third of patients on MTX require temporary interruption, and up to 10% need termination of therapy due to serious toxicity.26,27 The major adverse effects of low-dose MTX therapy in RA are described below.

Gastrointestinal toxicity

Adverse effects including nausea, vomiting, dyspepsia, diarrhoea and anorexia may occur in up to two-thirds of patients, and are often dose related.4,34 In one study there was a strong correlation between gastrointestinal toxicity and an increase in serum aspartate transaminase.51

High-dose MTX therapy of childhood acute lymphoblastic leukaemia can cause progressive xylene malabsorption.46 Although a similar effect in RA patients remains unproven, there are speculations that prolonged use of low-dose MTX could lead to its own malabsorption and thereby cause a loss of efficacy. Indeed, if true, MTX-induced malabsorption could explain the unexpectedly low folate levels in some RA patients taking this drug.16,63
Hepatotoxicity

Elevation of hepatic enzymes (alanine and aspartate aminotransferase, \(\gamma\)-glutamyl transferase) is common. One study quoted an incidence of 88\% over 53 months of MTX therapy.\(^4^\) Elevated enzymes correlate poorly with hepatic architectural damage.\(^4^\) Minor hepatic fibrosis detectable by sensitive techniques is common in RA patients who have received a cumulative MTX dose of at least 2 g.\(^4\) However, similar minor changes have been detected in 5\% of RA patients who never took the drug.\(^4\) Hepatocellular anisonucleosis is the most common change in those taking MTX, and yet this has also been described in some RA patients not receiving MTX.\(^4\) It is unclear whether patients with pre-existing minor fibrosis risk progression to overt fibrosis if treated long-term with MTX. Further, no noninvasive investigation can reliably predict the onset of MTX-induced hepatic fibrosis. However, a recent report of serial liver biopsies in 23 RA patients receiving oral MTX for more than 10 years (cumulative dose 4,690–10,230 mg) failed to show progression of hepatic changes to severe fibrosis or cirrhosis.\(^4\)

MTX was associated with significant hepatotoxicity in psoriatics.\(^50\) Fortunately, the incidence and severity of MTX hepatotoxicity in RA is much lower. This could, in part, be due to its once weekly dose in RA patients.

A meta-analysis of 15 long-term studies of MTX therapy accompanied by serial liver biopsies (a total of 636 patients) attempted to correlate the cumulative dose with progression of hepatic fibrosis.\(^12\) It concluded that there was on average a 6.7\% chance of progressing to at least one histological grade (according to Roenigk classification) for each gram of MTX taken. It also calculated a 5\% overall incidence of advanced changes (grades IIIB or IV) on liver biopsy. These figures, however, were not independent of the effects of concurrent intake of alcohol or other drugs. In fact, patients in this analysis who were heavy drinkers (100 g or more per week) were four times more likely to develop advanced changes and nearly three times more likely to show histological progression as compared to those who were not heavy drinkers. In one study marked elevation of liver enzymes was seen in patients taking aspirin or other non-steroidal anti-inflammatory drugs together with MTX, whereas those on a combination of MTX and hydroxychloroquine had the lowest enzyme levels.\(^51\) Non-steroidal anti-inflammatory drugs may increase MTX toxicity by interfering with its protein binding and renal excretion.\(^52\)

Recently, attempts have been made to delineate the indications for liver biopsy. Baseline biopsies may be required if there is a definite history of alcohol abuse or liver disease.\(^53\) Some patients, however, could be deemed unsuitable for MTX therapy on the basis of such a history alone without resorting to liver biopsy. A subsequent biopsy during therapy is indicated if liver enzymes are persistently elevated above twice the normal range,\(^3^3\) although it is unclear as to how long one can wait for enzyme levels to drop spontaneously. Many authors classify Roenigk grades I, II and IIIA as minimal benign fibrosis\(^53,^47\) compatible with continuation of therapy. There is debate whether patients with grades II or IIIA hepatic changes should have follow-up biopsies and, if so, how long. Another issue is the degree of reliance on serial hepatic enzyme levels. Serial elevations in AST, checked monthly, seem to correlate well with hepatic histological deterioration detectable by light microscopy.\(^53,^54\) Though liver biopsy remains the gold standard to assess MTX-induced damage, it is costly and has significant morbidity.\(^53,^55\) Thus, great care is needed in selecting patients for MTX therapy and in their follow-up with regard to hepatotoxicity.

Pulmonary toxicity

High doses of MTX used in cancer chemotherapy can cause interstitial fibrosis.\(^56,^57\) Overt pulmonary fibrosis from low-dose therapy is exceedingly rare, although acute pneumonitis can occur\(^13,^58\) and may occasionally be life threatening. It can sometimes occur early during therapy\(^13\) and usually presents as dry cough, fever and dyspnoea. Recovery is the rule after discontinuation of MTX. Corticosteroids are often prescribed but their benefits remain unproven. Some authors have suggested that pre-existing pulmonary dysfunction (detected by lung function tests) or radiographic interstitial shadows could increase the risk of MTX pneumonitis.\(^59\)

Bone marrow toxicity

Leukopenia is reported in up to 4\% of RA patients taking low-dose MTX.\(^50,^61\) It resolves after temporary discontinuation or dose reduction. Thrombocytopenia can also occur and may likewise be dose related.\(^60\) Pancytopenia is rare but may follow accidental or deliberate overdose.\(^62\) It is not possible to predict which patients will suffer myelotoxicity but folate deficiency could be an important risk factor.\(^16,^63\) Close monitoring of haematological profile (at 1, 2 and 4 weeks and then monthly) has therefore been suggested.\(^53\)

Teratogenicity and carcinogenicity

MTX can produce teratogenicity by breaking DNA strands and causing chromatin exchanges.\(^64,^65\) Aminopterin, a folate analogue similar to MTX, was once used as an abortifacient; it led to infants
born with multiple congenital neurological and bone anomalies. A recent report on eight women conceiving while on low-dose MTX (mean of 8.33 mg/week) failed to demonstrate teratogenicity. An abortifacient effect, however, could not be ruled out as there were three spontaneous abortions out of a total of 10 pregnancies conceived. This report by no means substantiates the safety of low-dose MTX in pregnancy and we should continue warning patients of child-bearing potential about the possible risks of abortion and fetal anomalies with this drug. An effective method of contraception in such patients should be mandatory to qualify for MTX therapy.

Long-term therapy with low-dose MTX does not seem to have carcinogenic potential. There was no increase in neoplasia after 3,522 patient-years in those given MTX for choriocarcinoma or in 248 psoriasis patients given MTX long-term.

**Neurotoxicity**

Headache, light-headedness, dizziness, and impaired memory occur in a minority, and may occasionally necessitate discontinuation of MTX. One series reported adverse central nervous system effects in 20% of patients. Central nervous system toxicity in this report was more common in the elderly.

**Other possible or rare side effects**

Skin rashes are unusual though stomatitis and mucositis may occur. Occasionally, MTX can lead to accelerated nodulosis and vasculitis. Atypical infections in MTX-treated RA patients are rare, although *Pneumocystis carinii* pneumonia and cryptococcosis have been described. Male impotence, alopecia, gynaecomastia, and possible renal impairment if non-steroidal anti-inflammatory drugs are taken concurrently, have also been reported.

**Conclusion**

MTX has been variously hailed as a major advance in the treatment of active RA. It is as effective as injectable gold, penicillamine and sulphasalazine, and is well tolerated. Unfortunately, as with other disease-modifying agents, its prolonged use fails to arrest the disease. Monitoring of patients taking MTX seems as demanding and expensive as those taking other disease-modifying drugs. Although, in future, use of MTX early in the disease coupled with better patient selection, may improve its toxicity profile and efficacy, our present knowledge and experience precludes its use as a disease-modifying drug of first choice. In conclusion, MTX has earned a place in the list of disease-modifying anti-rheumatic agents and has widened the choice available to us. Its use in combination with other agents needs further study.
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